Professor Bunker Will Replace Dr. Goodwin
Presiding Over Graduate School for June

50 YEARS ON STAFF

Dr. John W. Bunker, director of the zoology research laboratory and curator of the Division of Laboratory Supplies, had been appointed dean of the Graduate School, effective in the fall of 1940, according to official announcement last night.

Dr. Bunker will succeed Dr. Harry D. Snead, who was dean of the Graduate School from 1931 to 1937, and professor of zoology and parasitology, who will retire in June after a distinguished career of 50 years on the Institute faculty.

Bartlett Heads English Dept.

Col. C. T. Marsh Placed
In Charge of Military Science Dept.

Professor Howard R. Bartlett, was appointed head of the department of English and History according to an announcement of the appointment and promotions last night. Professor Bartlett has been acting head of the department since the retirement of the late Professor Henry C. Pearson.

Mr. Nathaniel H. DeLay, place manager of the Institute staff office has been appointed consulting engineer of the Technological Corporation.

Col. Marsh to Lead Military Science Dept.

Colonel Charles T. Marsh, of the United States Army, will come to the Institute administrative council. He is also chairman of the Technology laboratory costs of the Department of Laboratory Supplies for the past three years.

This action has been advocated by the president of the Division of Laboratory Supplies for the past three years.

The only factor which could be considered in an estimate of the division's costs is the total amount of material required to produce one dollar's worth of materials.

The Federal Government has been urged to increase the average freshman's fee by $2.50 to $3.50, according to Mr. Melcher.

Each student who can afford it should contribute a dollar to the endowment fund, according to Dr. Bunker.

The Tech Camera Club has had a series of ambitious projects last spring, and the results of the Technology laboratory cost study of 22 other universities and colleges.

The competition was open to all undergraduates, but family members and graduate students were invited to submit photographs. The exhibition will be on exhibition during the spring semester.

The compensation offered to undergraduates, but family members and graduate students were invited to submit photographs. The exhibition will be on exhibition during the spring semester.

Some Amounts Specified

While there are a large number of undetermined costs, some dollars appear to be substantial. These dollars are to be included in each student's personal and professional expenditures, according to Mr. Melcher.
widely open house

classes should be cancelled on april 27, the day when the bill was passed by the house of representatives. the institute committee and the faculty advisory committee on open house have already recommended the above to the corporation. we stand behind them in their proposals.

congestion would be lessened, and the present overcrowding usually made necessary by the large number of students would be lessened to the public the doors should be opened at

more students would be able to participate in the day's program if the classes were entirely suspended.

let not the institute officials be censured enough to think parents come to boston merely to visit teachers. they understand they have other things to do, and probably would appreciate the company of their sons as much as possible in so doing.

the reader speaks

to the editor of the tech

during the past few years there have been complaints for individuals and by small groups that the campus is too crowded, particularly the close students and basement key have not only failed to fulfill their function, but, in fact, have actually neglected to choose all their members on an impartial basis.

the executive committee at its last meeting had appointed a committee to investigate the time and frequency of all admissions in order to secure a system which would enable students not satisfied with any existing features of any of these societies will be welcomed by the committee. this committee will meet.

it is very unlikely that there will be another invitation for the periodical travel by students on the basis of being selected by conductional objects. material may be sent to me at a memorial university on the morning of the first day of the tech.

the time for temporary measures is past; and the time for permanent solution is now. the time for our general action is past; and the time for specific action is now.

the time for temporary measures is past; and the time for permanent solution is now. the time for our general action is past; and the time for specific action is now.

the time for temporary measures is past; and the time for permanent solution is now. the time for our general action is past; and the time for specific action is now.
BEOVER TALES
by Jack Quinn

Letters from sports fans are perhaps the best way in which opinions other than those of your sports editors can be expressed. Publishing this generous correspondence redounds again to the credit of the sports department. That section will do its best to print these expressions of opinion. In fact, one such reader, in a previous editorial, pointed out the value of your sports fan's contributions. For the record: writing in the form of a letter is the best and brightest way to express your opinion to your sports editor.

STEADY NOVEMBER WORKING

The winter season is really under way at last. During last week's practice for the session, most of them, however, particularly the older on the parallel bars. Keyes continued his performance with a third place on the side rifle. Keys, Mission hill Place

HOWARD WINS DIVING CROWN

Next Championship Meet
To Be Held In New
I. T. P. Pool

Diving class form and per
sonnel control Davis Howard found out a rocky boulder to win the New England Intercollegiate diving crown last season at Waseda Union Hall in Tokyo. As a team, Howard was placed sixth in a field of 13 teams.

Howard was the only man to score for Tech, thus keeping up his reputa
tion as the finest of Tech's swimmers. He gained that title this season by his consistent performance and diving skill work in the 420 and 5200 events.

College Swimmers in Required Divisions

In the diving competition he started off with only winning by one bout at a 94.2 score; however, the 154-class won.
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Chemical Society

Plans New Party

Mr. E. P. Stevenson To Talk,
On The Opportunities
For Research

The Spring Party of the M.I.T.
Chemical Society will be held Friday
evening, March 21, at John Aird's,
secretary of the society, has announced.

Mr. Karl P. Eugenio, president of
Dr. Littell, Inc., will address the
group at 8:15 P.M. in Room 621 on
the subject of "Research in Industry".

Mr. Stevenson's talk will describe
the various opportunities for research
men in the field of manufacturing and
commerce. After the dedication the
society is sponsoring a dinner which
will be held in the 13th Club Room.
Refurbishments will be served in the
dinner to which the society invites all
members.

Peace Federation

(Continued from Page 1)

president; Joseph E. Dietzner, '42, of
the Dormitories; and treasurer; Richard
A. Van Pelt, '44, of Phi Gamma Delta

Robert J. Poy, '22, T.C.A. represen-

ted by John J. Quinlan, '22, of
representatives, and John H. LeRoy,
'24 representing M.A.P.E., were
elected to the executive committee.

A majority of activity groups were
represented at the meeting to approve
the amendment presented by Paul W.
Walter, '22, to change the constitu-
tion of the Peace Federation so as to
allow the societies to be held at noon.

After a heated discussion, the pro-
posed amendment was approved 29 to
13 and the elections were held.

Karl K. W. and Atlantic president,
represented the hope that, in view of
the fact that more interest was shown
yesterday than at any other time
since the inception of the Federation,
the organization will become more
active in furthering peace movements
at Tech.

**TUESDAY, MARCH 19**

3:00 P.M. Slidg Nik-Lark—Lecture Room—Silver Room.

3:00 P.M. Boxing Tournament—Huger Gym.

3:30 P.M. Club smoked—Moody Lounge—Silver Room.

3:00 P.M. M.I.T.-Y. Meeting—East Lounge.

4:15 P.M. A.E.R. Dinner—North Hall.

6:30 P.M. Heating and Ventilating Engineering Dinner—Walker.

**WEDNESDAY, MARCH 20**

10:30 P.M. Mackay Lecture—Moody Lounge—Silver Room.

2:00 P.M. Boxing Tournament—Huger Gym.

2:30 P.M. 5:15 Club—Smoked—North Hall.

6:45 P.M. Goldsmid Banquet—University Hotel.

7:30 P.M. Hues Club—East Lounge.

5:00 P.M. Alpha Phi Upsilon—Student-Faculty Room.

**THURSDAY, MARCH 21**

3:00 P.M. Boxing Tournament—Huger Gym.

3:00 P.M. Club—Club Room—1:30.

6:30 P.M. Plant Engineers' Dinner—Faculty Room.